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Optical Design of Porous ZnO/TiO₂ Films for Highly Transparent Glasses with Broadband Ultraviolet Protection
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We present a design of a bilayer porous film structure on a glass substrate for the highly efficient ultraviolet (UV) protection with high visible-light transparency. To effectively block UVB (280–315 nm) and UVA (315–400 nm), titanium dioxide (TiO₂) and zinc oxide (ZnO) are used as absorbing layers having the appropriate coverages in different UV ranges with extinction coefficients, respectively. We show the process of refractive index (RI) matching by controlling porosity (P). Effective RIs of porous media with TiO₂ and ZnO were calculated based on volume averaging theory. Transmittances of the designed films with different effective RIs were calculated using rigorous coupled-wave analysis method. Using admittance loci method, the film thickness was optimized in center wavelengths from 450 to 550 nm. The results show that the optimal design provides high UV shielding performance at both UVA and UVB with high transparency in the visible range. We also analyze electrical field distributions in each layer and angle dependency with 3D HSV colormap.

1. Introduction

Various harmful effects of ultraviolet (UV) rays from sunlight have been reported in many years. In general, UVA (315–400 nm in wavelength) induces optical degradation and yellowing of polymers, cracking, blistering of wood, and skin aging by generating reactive oxygen species [1–3]. An overexposure to UVB (280–315 nm) causes the skin cancer as the radiation directly damages DNA in skin cells, and it also leads optical degradation and yellowing damage of polymers, pigments, dyes, and semiconductor devices [1, 4–7]. Relatively, the harmful effects of UVB are more fatal than UVA due to its higher photon energy. Thus, to prevent such damage, protecting against both of UV has garnered interest in the research and development of new materials and optical structures.

For UV protection, inorganic UV absorbers (TiO₂, ZnO, CeO₂, etc.) are generally used, which have been studied in various UV shielding applications [8–11]. These materials efficiently absorb the UV radiation by excitation of electrons since their wide bandgap corresponds to the wavelength of UV. Representatively, ZnO has the UV absorptivity in both UVB and UVA due to the relatively low band gap energy of 3.31 eV, whereas TiO₂ has strong absorption only at UVB due to the relatively high band gap energy of 3.5 eV. Although organic UV absorbers were also used for UV protection to materials or skin, there is a limitation for application to embed the absorbers due to the low stability of the extensively used polymer matrices upon irradiation with UV light [12, 13]. Typically, UV shielding is often required together with high visible-light transparency in applications such as safety glasses, automobiles, and windows [9]. In visible light, UV absorbing materials transmit light but produce reflection loss caused by their high refractive indices (RIs). For UV protecting with high visible-light transparency, it is required to alleviate the effects of the high RI of the UV absorbers.

In recent years, as the synthesis of nanoparticles and nanofabrication have been developed, several studies to achieve high transmittance by using nanostructures have been reported that are nanoporous film [14], nanorod arrays [15],
nanoparticles [16], and tapered nanostructures [17]. Using these nanomaterials, the medium can obtain the porosity ($P_r$) to reduce high RI causing optical loss with Fresnel reflection. In UV protective applications, transparent coatings in visible lights with UV blocking can also be realized by using these nanomaterials [18]. To achieve high transparency in visible light, high RIs of UV absorbers can be lowered by applying $P_r$ with various nanostructures. Unfortunately, as $P_r$ increases in UV absorptive materials, the extinction coefficients in UV region also decrease, causing reduced UV absorption. To compensate this degradation, different UV absorbers with high extinction coefficients in each UV region (i.e., UVA and UVB) are used in the form of nanocomposites or multilayer structures [19, 20]. However, despite several studies of nanostructures for transparent UV protection, optical analysis and design have hardly been conducted to optimize UV absorbers for high visible-light transparency, and only studies adopting the reflection effect such as 1D photonic crystal or Bragg mirror have been conducted [21–23].

In this study, we propose a design that adopts bilayer of the absorbers TiO$_2$ and ZnO as an antireflection coating with different RIs to improve the transparency in the visible range with UV protection. We use the volume averaging theory [24] to calculate the RIs of the porous structure and the admittance loci method to optimize the coating thickness [25]. Based on the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) method, we calculate the transmittance of the designed bilayer films and discuss the optimum structure as a compromise between UV protection and visible-light transparency.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of our design for transparent coating layers with UV blocking. The designed coating layer consists of TiO$_2$ and ZnO porous layers as UV shielding layers on a glass substrate. We adopted BK7 glass as a commonly used transparent glass substrate without UV blocking. The UV blocking performance of each layer is determined from absorbing properties of TiO$_2$ and ZnO, which have band gaps and the absorption edges reported to be 3.5 eV and 3.31 eV, respectively. Therefore, in our proposed films, TiO$_2$ layer absorbs UVB corresponding to the photon energy of 3.94–4.43 eV and the UVA region (3.10–3.94 eV) is blocked by the absorption of ZnO layer. To observe the absorption in different wavelengths, the extinction coefficients of TiO$_2$ and ZnO are presented with UV regions, as depicted in Figure 1(b) [26, 27]. Although ZnO has extinction coefficients in both UVA and UVB, the porous ZnO is insufficient to completely block UVB, which is more harmful than UVA, due to its reduced extinction coefficient. As a solution, TiO$_2$ is used as an additional UVB absorber, which has high extinction coefficients in UVB. However, since the UV absorbers have much higher refractive indices (RIs) compared with bare glass in visible wavelengths, as shown in the inset of Figure 1(b), the difference in RI of each material $Δn$ is 0.8 and 0.5 at 550 nm wavelength, which results in strong Fresnel reflection. To reduce the effective RI, we applied porosity ($P_r$) to UV absorbers. Figure 1(c) shows the index profiles (at 550 nm) of the nonporous and our porous film. To improve transmittance with UV shielding effect, applying $P_r$ 70% to TiO$_2$ (TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70%) and $P_r$ 80% to ZnO (ZnO $P_r$ 80%), the RI of the TiO$_2$ ($n_{TiO2}$) layer decreased from 2.3 to 1.51 and that of the ZnO layer ($n_{ZnO}$) also decreased to 1.27 at 550 nm wavelength. Our design has been optimized in antireflective conditions with $P_r$’s and thicknesses, and the detailed process will be discussed below (see Figures 2 and 3). Figure 1(d) shows the transmission characteristics of our design, calculated by RCWA method, with the transmittance of each UV absorbing monolayers. As a result, the bilayer coating performed high transmittance (about 90%) with effective UV blocking more than 90%. The bilayer coating consisting of TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% and ZnO $P_r$ 80% (red) has similar transmittance to ZnO $P_r$ 80% single layer (light violet) at UVA and visible region and it blocks wider range of UV effectively than both single layer films of TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% (light green) and ZnO $P_r$ 80% film. For comparison, the transmittance of nonporous films was also plotted in the Figure 1(d) inset. The transmittance of our film is higher than nonporous TiO$_2$ (dark green) and ZnO (dark violet) in the visible region, with comparable UV blocking.

Basically, to improve transmittance of the film structure with the antireflective condition, the RI and the thickness of the antireflection layer should be considered. Since the optimal thickness for the antireflective condition depends on the RI as shown in $d = \lambda/4n_r$, the RI corresponding to the antireflective condition should be preferentially optimized. To observe the variation of the effective index with $P_r$, we calculated RIs and extinction coefficients of both TiO$_2$ and ZnO with $P_r$ based on volume averaging theory [24], as depicted in Figure 2. The results show that as $P_r$ increases, not only do the high RIs of TiO$_2$ and ZnO tend to decrease but extinction coefficients of them for UV absorption also tend to decrease. Ideally, multiple layers can be formed as antireflective layers in a multilayered coating; however, RIs of antireflective layers considerably lower than the substrate are required. In our structure, high $P_r$’s to achieve low RIs with multilayered antireflective layers result in largely reduced extinction coefficients causing difficulty in UV shielding. Therefore, applying $P_r$’s, we matched the RI of TiO$_2$ layer, relatively high RI, to the substrate and exploited a ZnO layer with a relatively low RI as a single antireflective layer. To satisfy the antireflective condition of single layer relating to the RI as $n_1 = \sqrt{n_{POR}n_{SUB}}$, the RI of the antireflective coating layer $n_1$, should be lower than the RI of the substrate, $n_{SUB}$. In Figure 2(a), the dashed line represents the points where $n = 1.5$ similar to the RI of glass substrate. To match with the RI of the glass substrate, lower $P_r$ is required in ZnO than in TiO$_2$. Therefore, as an antireflective layer, ZnO is advantageous for achieving lower RI of glass compared to TiO$_2$. From these results, we selected optimum $P_r$’s of TiO$_2$ and ZnO as 70% and 80%, respectively, with RI of 1.518 and 1.271 at 550 nm wavelength, almost satisfying the antireflective condition. Figure 2(b) shows extinction coefficient for each UV region separated with dash-dot line. The wavelength corresponding to the maximum extinction coefficient for each UV region remains unchanged. Therefore, the extinction coefficients of TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% and ZnO $P_r$ 80% are 0.3 at UVB (310 nm) and 0.2 at UVA (360 nm), respectively, and they are enough to block each UV region by optimizing thicknesses.
Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of the designed film for transparent UV protection. (b) Extinction coefficients of TiO$_2$ and ZnO. The inset shows refractive indices (RIs) of TiO$_2$ and ZnO [26, 27]. (c) RI profiles versus height of UV absorbing film (left) and UV absorbing film with porosity ($P_r$). (d) The calculated transmittance of the layer coating of TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% and ZnO $P_r$ 80% and bilayer film with them stacked as a function of wavelength. The inset of (d) shows the transmittance of the nonporous single layer film and designed film.

Figure 2: Contour plot of the (a) RI ($n$) and (b) extinction coefficient ($k$) of TiO$_2$ and ZnO as a function of $P_r$ and wavelength.
To optimize the thicknesses of the coating layers composed of TiO$_2$ Pr 70% and ZnO Pr 80%, we used the admittance loci method based on an optical simulation using Macleod (Thin Film Center, Inc.) [25]. In thin-film optics, the reflectance can be expressed as $R = [(1 - Y)/(1 + Y)]^2$, where $Y$ is the optical admittance defined as the ratio of the magnetic and electric fields tangential to the surface. Since the optimum thickness to satisfy the antireflection condition depends on the wavelength, we calculated the admittance diagram at different center wavelengths of 450, 500, 550, and 600 nm (Figures 3(a)–3(d)). In admittance diagram, starting from the end point of admittance at each layer, the locus of...
upper layer repeatedly rotates in a clockwise direction with increasing film thickness. Fundamentally, zero reflectance can only be obtained where the locus of admittance reaches the point of air \((Y,0)\), and, in general cases, the reflectance is minimized near the points \((Y,0)\) closer to that of air. At \(\lambda_c = 450\) nm, the optimum thickness of the TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% and ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% is 142 nm and 265 nm, respectively (Figure 3(a)). For the other cases, \(n_{glass} > n_2\), admittance was calculated as 1.092 but it was lower than that of the film with \(\lambda_c = 450\) nm because of the lower difference of RI \(\Delta n \approx 0.023\). The film with \(\lambda_c = 500\) nm is composed of 161 nm thickness of TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% and 295 nm thickness of ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% (Figure 3(b)). For the other cases, \(n_{glass} > n_2\), admittance reached closer to the admittance point of the air than previous cases. The coating optimized at \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm is ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% \(327\) nm/TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% \(271\) nm (Figure 3(c)). Although \(n_2\) decreases at longer \(\lambda_c\), the admittance was minimized as 1.073, since the RIs of ZnO \(P_r, 80\%\) \((n_1)\) and TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\%\) \((n_2)\) satisfy the condition \(n_1 = \sqrt{\frac{n_2}{n_{air}}}\) at \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm. The film optimized at \(\lambda_c = 600\) nm has the admittance 1.076 higher than that of film with \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm (Figure 3(d)). Figure 3(e) represents reflectance spectra converted from admittance and thickness of the coatings at each \(\lambda_c\). For sufficient absorption of the TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% and ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% layers with different \(\lambda_c\), we chose the film thickness with the second dip in the reflectance spectra of bilayer coating. Each of the optimal thicknesses shows nearly zero reflection at all wavelengths of each center. Specifically, since the RI of TiO\(_2\) became lower than that of glass at \(\lambda_c > 550\) nm, the increment in the thickness of the TiO\(_2\) layer was larger with variations in center wavelength from 450 to 550 nm.

To compare the performances of the films with different center wavelengths, we plotted the transmittance of the films in Figure 4(a) and we also present the transmittance values at the UVB, UVA, and visible regions in Table 1. From the relation between \(\lambda_c\) and the thickness of each layer where the reflectance is minimized, the absorbing effects of the designed film also increased with increasing \(\lambda_c\). Therefore, the transmittance at UVB gradually decreases from 2.78% to 0.2% as \(\lambda_c\) increased. Similarly, the UVA transmittance gradually decreases at longer \(\lambda_c\), and, in general cases, the reflectance is minimized near the points \((Y,0)\) closer to that of air. At \(\lambda_c = 450\) nm, the optimum thickness of the TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% and ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% is 142 nm and 265 nm, respectively (Figure 3(a)). For the other cases, \(n_{glass} > n_2\), admittance was calculated as 1.092 but it was lower than that of the film with \(\lambda_c = 450\) nm because of the lower difference of RI \(\Delta n \approx 0.023\). The film with \(\lambda_c = 500\) nm is composed of 161 nm thickness of TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% and 295 nm thickness of ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% (Figure 3(b)). For the other cases, \(n_{glass} > n_2\), admittance reached closer to the admittance point of the air than previous cases. The coating optimized at \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm is ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% \(327\) nm/TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% \(271\) nm (Figure 3(c)). Although \(n_2\) decreases at longer \(\lambda_c\), the admittance was minimized as 1.073, since the RIs of ZnO \(P_r, 80\%\) \((n_1)\) and TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\%\) \((n_2)\) satisfy the condition \(n_1 = \sqrt{\frac{n_2}{n_{air}}}\) at \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm. The film optimized at \(\lambda_c = 600\) nm has the admittance 1.076 higher than that of film with \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm (Figure 3(d)). Figure 3(e) represents reflectance spectra converted from admittance and thickness of the coatings at each \(\lambda_c\). For sufficient absorption of the TiO\(_2\) \(P_r, 70\)% and ZnO \(P_r, 80\)% layers with different \(\lambda_c\), we chose the film thickness with the second dip in the reflectance spectra of bilayer coating. Each of the optimal thicknesses shows nearly zero reflection at all wavelengths of each center. Specifically, since the RI of TiO\(_2\) became lower than that of glass at \(\lambda_c > 550\) nm, the increment in the thickness of the TiO\(_2\) layer was larger with variations in center wavelength from 450 to 550 nm.

To compare the performances of the films with different center wavelengths, we plotted the transmittance of the films in Figure 4(a) and we also present the transmittance values at the UVB, UVA, and visible regions in Table 1. From the relation between \(\lambda_c\) and the thickness of each layer where the reflectance is minimized, the absorbing effects of the designed film also increased with increasing \(\lambda_c\). Therefore, the transmittance at UVB gradually decreases from 2.78% to 0.2% as \(\lambda_c\) increased. Similarly, the UVA transmittance gradually
decreases from 13.80 to 6.48% and the difference between the maximum and minimum transmittance depending on $\lambda_c$ was over 7%. The average transmittance in the visible range decreases from 90.84% to 89.23%. To observe the UV absorbing effect of the designed film, we calculated the electrical field distributions of the optimized films at $\lambda_c = 550$ nm showing adequate UV blocking in both UVA and UVB (Figure 4(b)). The full lines in Figure 4(b) represent interfaces of the layers and the amplitude of the electric field at the UVB region ($\lambda = 310$ nm) dropped in both the ZnO $P_r$ 80% and TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% layers propagating to the glass. For the $\lambda = 360$ nm case, a decrease of amplitude appeared only in the ZnO $P_r$ 80% layer. At the visible region ($\lambda = 600$ nm), although there was a slight decline in amplitude by the absorption of ZnO $P_r$ 80%, the amplitude was maintained while passing through the film. To observe in more detail, the normalized amplitude spectra of electric field were plotted as a function of Z position, as shown in Figure 4(c). At the dark blue shaded region (ZnO $P_r$ 80% layer), the amplitude of UVB and UVA decayed exponentially. Similarly, the electric field of UVB decreased at the green shaded region (TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% layer). However, since TiO$_2$ $P_r$ 70% has a low extinction coefficient in that region, a gradual decrease in UVA is observed. In case of the visible light, the amplitude was only slightly off in the dark blue shaded area (ZnO $P_r$ 80% layer).

Furthermore, we considered the angular dependency of the designed films. The transmittance values of the films and bare glass were calculated for an incident angle from 0 to 80° in the wavelength range of 300–800 nm. In the contour diagram of Figure 5(a), the designed films exhibit an angle dependence of transmittance comparable to that of bare glass in visible light, while UV absorption is maintained regardless of incident angles. Especially in the longer wavelengths, the high transmittance region of each designed film is extended compared to that of the bare glass. Additionally, to evaluate the visible-light transparency in terms of color, we represented RGB colors for different incident angles of the proposed films and bare glass. Both the designed films and the bare glass show more blurred colors at higher incident angles. For quantitative comparison in terms of color, we plotted HSV (hue, saturation, and value) color map. For normal incidence, the color of films is almost the same at the adjacent point of pure white point (0, 0, 100), which means colorless transmitted light. However, at higher incident angles, the film calculated at $\lambda_c = 550$ nm showed the closest color to white and also was most similar to glass colors.

3. Conclusions

In this work, we designed the transparent UV shielding films composed of TiO$_2$ and ZnO by calculation using the RCWA method. The bilayered structure was achieved in the high
transmittance by applying $P_z$ to lower the high RI of the UV absorbing layer and optimize the thickness. Our structure almost completely blocks UVB ($T_{310\text{ nm}} \sim 0.35\%$) and also blocks UVA with very low transmittance ($T_{360\text{ nm}} \sim 8\%$), while maintaining the transmittance at about 90% in the visible region. We believe that the design guidelines of UV shielding films can be used for various applications including the coatings to protect flexible devices, epidermal devices, paints, wood, and polymers from harmful effects due to both UVA and UVB.
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